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- - Advantage Conferences BS (Merged) (http://www.scam.com/showthread.php?t=13128) 

 

 

gregory889 11-13-2005 04:47 PM 

 
Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

I just finished reviewing the online presentation for Advantage Conferences. I must say, as 

a Christian, I was extremely uncomfortable with some of the things presented by Tim 

Darnell.  

 

First, it's apparent that Advantage Conferences is in the same mold as Liberty League 

International, Emerald Passport, etc. These "Aussie 2UP" programs have a history of costly 

investments and low percentages of success by people who join. Correct me if I'm wrong, 

but I believe Mr. Darnell is an old partner with Liberty League.......a company that has a 

pretty poor reputation. 

 

I know very little about Tim Darnell & AC but something very disturbing jumped out at me 

during the 20 minute "online presentation." The investment for a level IV rep is $9,995 and 

goes all the way down to $1,000 for a level I rep. Mr. Darnell was very adamant that the 

$9.995 was "a joke" for an entrepreneur and those serious about this opportunity would find 

a way to come up with these funds. He implied that borrowing these funds to start this 

business was a viable option because it could be easily recouped with this opportunity. In 

my opinion, marginalizing a 10K investment is both puzzling and disturbing. 

 

Encouraging people to borrow 10K to start a business with a historically high failure rate is 

extremely irresponsible and in my opinion, unethical. I would like to remind my "Christian 

brother" Mr. Darnell of Proverbs 22:7 which states "the borrower is a servant to his lender." 

 

Admittedly, I know very little about Advantage Conferences (all of this is my opinion). I only 

know what I've learned from the online presentation and supporting websites. However, 

something just did not sit well with me, particularly since this company is promoting 

Christian ethics, values, and principals. 

 

The fact is, as this company grows, there's a less chance of success as time goes on. Tim 

Darnell knows this, hence understanding at some point the majority of people who join 

Advantage Conferences will lose their initial investments.  

 

Please do your due diligence if you are considering this opportunity or any internet program 

that promises high rates of return. I have no doubt there are successful individuals in 

Advantage Conferences. However, as with many "opportunities," the majority of people who 

join are hurt and often cannot afford the loss. 
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Mr. Darnell, I wish you and your company the best of luck. If you are the Christian you say 

you are, I would encourage you to use the money you've earned to further glorify God's 

Kingdom in ministry instead of promoting an internet money making system with a 

historically high failure rate. 

 

God Bless, G. 

 

CPA4 11-13-2005 07:42 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by gregory889 

I just finished reviewing the online presentation for Advantage Conferences. I must say, as 

a Christian, I was extremely uncomfortable with some of the things presented by Tim 

Darnell.  

 

First, it's apparent that Advantage Conferences is in the same mold as Liberty League 

International, Emerald Passport, etc. These "Aussie 2UP" programs have a history of costly 

investments and low percentages of success by people who join. Correct me if I'm wrong, 

but I believe Mr. Darnell is an old partner with Liberty League.......a company that has a 

pretty poor reputation. 

 

I know very little about Tim Darnell & AC but something very disturbing jumped out at me 

during the 20 minute "online presentation." The investment for a level IV rep is $9,995 and 

goes all the way down to $1,000 for a level I rep. Mr. Darnell was very adamant that the 

$9.995 was "a joke" for an entrepreneur and those serious about this opportunity would 

find a way to come up with these funds. He implied that borrowing these funds to start this 

business was a viable option because it could be easily recouped with this opportunity. In 

my opinion, marginalizing a 10K investment is both puzzling and disturbing. 

 

Encouraging people to borrow 10K to start a business with a historically high failure rate is 

extremely irresponsible and in my opinion, unethical. I would like to remind my "Christian 

brother" Mr. Darnell of Proverbs 22:7 which states "the borrower is a servant to his 

lender." 

 

Admittedly, I know very little about Advantage Conferences (all of this is my opinion). I 

only know what I've learned from the online presentation and supporting websites. 

However, something just did not sit well with me, particularly since this company is 

promoting Christian ethics, values, and principals. 

 

The fact is, as this company grows, there's a less chance of success as time goes on. Tim 

Darnell knows this, hence understanding at some point the majority of people who join 

Advantage Conferences will lose their initial investments.  

 

Please do your due diligence if you are considering this opportunity or any internet 

program that promises high rates of return. I have no doubt there are successful 

individuals in Advantage Conferences. However, as with many "opportunities," the majority 



of people who join are hurt and often cannot afford the loss. 

 

Mr. Darnell, I wish you and your company the best of luck. If you are the Christian you say 

you are, I would encourage you to use the money you've earned to further glorify God's 

Kingdom in ministry instead of promoting an internet money making system with a 

historically high failure rate. 

 

God Bless, G. 

 

 

Very good post, follow your gut and do not be pressured into anything you do not feel good 

about. 

 

TonyRush 11-18-2005 04:15 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by gregory889 

Correct me if I'm wrong, but I believe Mr. Darnell is an old partner with Liberty 

League....... 

 

Did you mean that he was a former distributor with Liberty League? I'm not aware of a Tim 

Darnell ever having ownership in Liberty League.  

Quote: 

 
In my opinion, marginalizing a 10K investment is both puzzling and disturbing. 

 

Encouraging people to borrow 10K to start a business with a historically high failure rate is 

extremely irresponsible and in my opinion, unethical. I would like to remind my "Christian 

brother" Mr. Darnell of Proverbs 22:7 which states "the borrower is a servant to his 

lender."  

 

From this opinion, then, can we assume that you would never own a franchise, as well? 

 

Don't get me wrong. I don't know much about Advantage Conferences so I can't say 

whether or not buying their $10,000 product is a good deal. But, at the same time, it's 

important to make the distinction between "buying a product" and "joining the business". I 

would want to be very careful about working with a company that doesn't have a clear line 

drawn between the two.  

 

As far as whether it's a good idea to borrow $10,000 to go into business.....all I can say is 

that's pretty cheap. People borrow far more money every day to start businesses that don't 

have nearly the profit of some of these direct sales companies. I don't encourage people to 

borrow money. For that matter, I don't encourage people to do anything. They do whatever 

they want.  



Quote: 

 
However, something just did not sit well with me, particularly since this company is 

promoting Christian ethics, values, and principals.  

 

Gregory,you've been pretty candid here so I'll do the same. When I hear a company talking 

about how they're "Christian-based", it makes me nervous. Not because I distrust 

Christians. But because, if they have the ethics and integrity they claim to have, I will be 

able to see it in how they run their business. They won't have to advertise it.  

 

If someone joins our business, they'll probably figure out sooner or later that my integrity 

and ethics comes from something deeper than just me having good parents or being raised 

right. But, I don't have to advertise my spirituality to get someone to look at my business. 

And I think it's tacky when people do. 

Quote: 

 
The fact is, as this company grows, there's a less chance of success as time goes on. Tim 

Darnell knows this, hence understanding at some point the majority of people who join 

Advantage Conferences will lose their initial investments.  

 

I disagree with this -- not because I know anything about Advantage Conferences -- but 

because the statement is simply not true from an economic standpoint. 

 

The claim that there will be a smaller piece of pie as time goes on, thus someone down the 

road must lose money is a fallacy. It's a simple misunderstanding of economics and how 

capitalism works. There's no such thing as "saturation" except in theory. After all....aren't 

you basically saying that the statistics of success in any industry go DOWN the longer that 

industry stays in business? If what you're saying were true, no one would ever start a new 

McDonald's or open another clothing store.  

 

I don't have time to give the full response that comment deserves. But, suffice to say that 

whatever strengths or weaknesses that Advantage Conferences has, there's absolutely no 

reason to believe that someone joining that company in 10 years will have less of an 

opportunity than they do today. 

 

Look at Amway. I'm willing to bet money that someone signed up in Amway last year and 

has already created a large income. Not bad for a business that was started decades ago. 

 

Tony Rush 

http://www.tonyrush.com 

 

CPA4 11-18-2005 07:22 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
Quote: 

 

http://www.tonyrush.com/


Originally Posted by TonyRush 

The claim that there will be a smaller piece of pie as time goes on, thus someone down the 

road must lose money is a fallacy. It's a simple misunderstanding of economics and how 

capitalism works. There's no such thing as "saturation" except in theory. After all....aren't 

you basically saying that the statistics of success in any industry go DOWN the longer that 

industry stays in business? If what you're saying were true, no one would ever start a new 

McDonald's or open another clothing store.  

 

http://www.tonyrush.com 

 

 

Saturation only in theory? 

 

I will strongly disagree with your statement. Using your McDonald's example, how many 

McDonald's do you see within a certain 5 mile radius? There is a reason you don't see a 

McDonald's on every corner....saturation. They have researched to determine that the 

market will only allow x number of McDonald's per certain proximity to each other. 

 

Saturation is anything but a theory. 

 

docb 11-19-2005 07:06 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

It is the same business model as LLI ...  

 

LLI has more bloody carcas across the USA than the Nazis left in Poland in early September 

of 1939 

 

freshstart 11-22-2005 08:54 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

if mike brommel says anything, he is bored, drunk, high, don't listen to a word 

 

docb 11-22-2005 01:49 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

and if Freshstart is involved in any program you know dang well it is a scam as this 

individual jumps from one scam to another quicker than any individual in this industry 

 

worn T-Shirt 11-22-2005 02:48 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Nice of Tony to leave his link in there.... and there's me thinking he is here to help us all. 

Must be a good Christian. 

 

http://www.tonyrush.com/


docb 11-22-2005 04:48 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Tony Rush is a LLer ... the training is built around "no telling and no selling" and Mr Rush 

claims to have made 15k his 1st week with LLI  

 

A LARGE number of LLers that I have dealt with are great folks who have lost 10-50k within 

a short period of time .... yeah, you heard that figure correctly !!! 

 

LLers will attack anyone with lies if they talk the truth about this program ... please go on 

their calls and then try and tell me what they do or what they sell  

 

Again, way too many good folks unfortunately have fallen for this "opp" and have taken a 

financial asshwhipping as a result of the "No selling / No telling concept" 

 

Love how they come on boards and call folks drunks and *******s??? Usually the ones 

pointing the finger needs to go look in the mirror 

 

loftseeker 11-22-2005 08:43 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Docb or Mike Brommell: 

 

Eat your own advise. Look @ yourself in the mirror. Do you like what you see? Does it feel 

good for you to sleep @ night? I highly doubt it. You live in a world of turmoil that you spin 

for yourself. Your tactics fall below a 3rd grade mentality. Make fun of people, lie for your 

own benefit, stab your "friends" in the back. Not the type of person I want in my corner. 

Now that you were "removed" from IGI, the harassing calls start back, the negative posts 

start back, and the tale spins on.... 

 

Happy Thanksgiving. It is time to take an inventory fo your life and give thanks for all the 

blessings you have in your life. I suggest that you take your own advise, go to Barnes & 

Noble or Borders and buy some material that will move you forward in a positive manner in 

your life. Work on YOU. You can change your life & your outlook in a relatively short period 

of time. Change your life Mike and your world around you will change. Otherwise, you will 

find yourself this unhappy & mad at the world this time next year. It is blatantly apparent 

that you have never gotten serious about you. You've been playing the same broken record 

for years. This cannot be fun and a life filled with happiness. Do you have children? Would 

they be proud of you and the way you act? If you're married, does your wife know how 

horrible you treat people? I bet this negative outlook spills into your life across the board. I 

have seen people in my life that lived in a negative world and were quick to yell, scream, 

hit, etc. They ended up in jail. All coming from their crappy outlook and the desire to get 

even or revenge. You are only hurting yourself. It is never too late to change your life. Take 

action in a positive manner. You'll thank yourself & more important your family will thank 

you. 

 

docb 11-22-2005 08:51 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 



Loftseeker: 

 

from the LARGE number of folks you have hurt with your scam tactics, please go preach to 

someone else as your phony act gets real old 

 

freshstart 11-22-2005 10:39 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

doc i was joking hahaha i dont hate you your jsut a funny guy 

 

Wishyouknew 01-17-2006 04:39 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

See the other thread on Advantage Confrences. 

 

sojustask 03-08-2006 11:17 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

bump......... 

 

Soapboxmom 03-09-2006 01:35 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Sojustask, 

 

Thank you for the bump. We are saddened the other thread is lost, but will happily continue 

here. We appreciate your help! 

 

The points CowboyJimmy, wishyouknew, jerseylamb, wishIknew, Jupiter and many others 

made were invaluable. I hope everyone will jump in here and continue the discussion.  

 

Poweroldglory (likely Tim himself) admitted that Tim was in Liberty League International. 

We know many reps are unhappy and some may lose their homes or have difficulty paying 

their bills because of Tim pressuring them to get ten grand any way they could.  

 

We have asked numerous questions and have yet to receive any answers. We wanted the 

total number of reps. We ask for an earnings table that included all the reps with the high, 

low and average earnings and the percent at each level. We ask for verification of all the 

missionary work they were doing. We ask for Tim to tell us how he is going to help his reps 

he put in financial ruin. We want to know how many reps asked for and ultimately received 

refunds.  

 

We quoted numerous schills as they sang the praises of this bum deal. We discovered that 

most if not all the charities listed on the AC site are in fact bogus according to the IRS. We 

discovered that that bum Tim is suing the Better Business Bureau and our dear friend Dr. 

Jon Taylor for calling AC the scam it is.  



 

Tim we know you read us. So, remember----you can say God led you to this and we answer 

with God led us to expose this scam. So, remember our motto Tim. God is watching and we 

are waiting! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Soapboxmom 03-09-2006 02:00 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
Quote: 

 
"Millionaire Mindset Treasures for the Kingdom Conference" 

http://www.advantageconferences.com/...pportunity.asp  

 

Ask God for wisdom as you review the information. Pray about this opportunity. Should we 

both determine to join forces, I will look forward to meeting you in person! 

 

What this is: 

 

Simple and Professional  

Genuine Potential for Excellent and Long-term Cash Flow  

No Cold Calling! You talk to nobody until they are fully informed and ready to get started  

Seamless Marketing Process reaches dozens, hundreds, and even thousands from the 

comfort of your home  

Solid Company – Genuine Christian Environment  

Effective Lead Generation  

Weekly, Hands-on Mentoring / Training  

Realistic Ability to Make $7,000 Commissions!  

Part Time or Full Time  

Genuine Emphasis on Integrity (Christian Founder and Company)  

Long Term Career Opportunity  

Educational – Multiple Business, Faith, Financial, and Mindset Skills taught that will transfer 

to virtually everything you do  

No Previous Marketing, Internet, Business or Sales Experience Required  

 

Anyone else see the new name for his worthless conferences and lose their lunch? Tim, 

trust me. Folks are praying that you won't con anyone else out of ten grand. They are 

claiming to reach thousands from the comfort of your own home???? Think.....they only 

want your ten grand. If they are doing most of the work what on earth do they need you 

for......Think..... they only want your $$$$$. This will fold the minute there are no more 

folks willing to part with ten grand. Then all the folks at the bottom, and there are already 

many, will lose their $$$$$$$. No cold calling????? Their fabulous online advertising will 

have the rich prospects beating down your door with cash????? Tim, you need to back these 

claims up with facts. Many MLMs publish earnings tables. Where are yours my boy????? 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

http://www.advantageconferences.com/vip/income_opportunity.asp


TRR 03-22-2006 02:56 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

"There's a sucker born every minute", is a quote attributed to P. T. Barnum because he 

never denied it, but it was more likely said by a con-man, Joseph Bessimer. Whatever the 

case, the fundamental human weakness that is being highlighted and exploited upon is 

greed. Promises of huge returns on minumum investments in money and time are very 

appealing...just look at the success of lotteries and other forms of gambling. I find it 

extremely sad that scams such as the one being discussed here also dangle Christianity as a 

justification carrot. Do these people seriously ask themselves: "Would Jesus do this?"? I 

doubt it. It's funny, but if each of us were simply to ask ourselves whether we really felt 

something was wrong, and stay away from the things that we answer "maybe" or "yes" to, 

perhaps the world would be a better place. Even for those who do not believe in God, Jesus' 

second commandment to "love thy neighbor as thyself" gets right to the heart of the 

matter. How much can you love your neighbors when you are deceiving them? 

 

Wishyouknew 03-27-2006 01:58 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Yes, 

 

Good Point.. I was very dsappointed that the old thread seems to have gotton delted. There 

was some great info on there. 

 

Perhaps the missing tread has something to do with Mr. Darnells lawsuits.. 

 

I don't have time to get into my long drawn out story as a former AC Rep.  

 

But, I just offer up this. Read Luke Chapter 18! 

 

Wishyouknew 04-01-2006 07:57 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Tim, 

 

I here some reps are having their doubts. 

 

Wishyouknew 04-01-2006 08:01 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

I wonder why the Advantage Conference thread is not getting as much activity as the old 

one did. Is there something I don't know..?? 

Cowboyjimmy, Soapboxmom where you at? 

 

How come Tim Darnell--aka Poweroldglory has not posted in a while..? I wonder how much 

he paid to have the old thread removed. 

 



poweroldglory 04-02-2006 04:07 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Good grief, are you people still at it. I admire you're tenacity if not your spelling. Regarding 

Cowboyjimmy and Soapboxmom - yea guys 'where you at?' 

 

You still think I'm Darnell huh? That's the beauty and the ugliness of this medium you'll 

obviously never know or accept the truth even if it bit you in the bum!! 

 

Wishyouknew 04-02-2006 07:48 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Poweroldglory, 

 

Why don't you come defend youself and your company. Tell us how we are all wrong. 

 

I know the Truth and the there is NO truth in Advantage Conferences!!! 

You can hide behind the bible and spin it to try and make people believe that Advantage 

Conferences is a christian organization. But others are not as dumb! 

 

Soapboxmom 04-02-2006 09:27 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Folks, 

 

Mom is right here dear. I was out busting scams that were almost as seedy as this one. Boy 

things are really cooking in the ol' bible belt. Only one more conference this year and it's in 

October in Dallas. I guess ol' Tim didn't want to pay for his own ticket to an exotic 

destination when he could have his 2 day worhtless "Treasures for his Kingdom Conference" 

in his hometown. Just how can the reps be making any money when there are a whopping 2 

conferences scheduled for this year?? We are still getting that bull about millionaires 

donating their time and lots of drivel about bringing your religion into your business. We 

finally see you goofs touting the importance of more education and showing the average 

earnings go up dramatically with each higher level of education. But, what in the world does 

a 10 thousand $$$$$$$$$$ conference have to do with that. For ten grand one could take a 

tremendous number of college courses and in Dallas there are universities within an hour 

drive of everyone and gobs of community colleges within minutes of all folks. So, save 

yourself a bundle and get a real education or training and tell ol' Tim ta-ta! Tim says, "Ask 

God for wisdom as you review the information. Pray about this opportunity." Just keep a 

firm grip on your wallets folks and run! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

poweroldglory 04-04-2006 04:45 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Topic Review should be retitled Toxic Review - Such venon for someone who has no idea 



what they're talking about. Lady, I would suggest you go out and do something positive 

with your life instead of writing this drivel. Either that or please go and get some education 

to improve your obviously humdrum life. :eek:  

 

By the way, when are you dear ladies and gentlemen (sic!) ever gonna get your facts 

straight. :rolleyes:  

 

Tim's a far better singer than I am - but I'm better looking!! 

 

Soapboxmom 04-04-2006 07:54 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

poweroldglory,  

 

My dear lad, I am positive. Positive that this is one of the most egregious scams on this 

forum right now. So, since you know ol' Timmy boy why don't you share the average, high 

and low earnings for the reps. If I was making the average salary you list for my level of 

education I would be making around $60,000 a year. Just what are your reps averaging 

dear. What are these fabulous conferences really doing for folks????? We are waiting and 

God is watching! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

openQuestion 04-04-2006 05:29 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory 

Topic Review should be retitled Toxic Review - Such venon for someone who has no idea 

what they're talking about. Lady, I would suggest you go out and do something positive 

with your life instead of writing this drivel. Either that or please go and get some education 

to improve your obviously humdrum life. :eek: 

 

Consider, if soapboxmom believe this "opportunity" is a joke and is hurting people -- which 

she clearly does -- then she IS INDEED doing something positive with her life. So please go 

jump in a lake with your misguided judgments. With all the religion being thrown around 

here, you guys should understand the principle of who gets to do the judging in the end. 

But I guess you don't. You believe what YOU wanna believe, and she has the right to do the 

same. The information she has provided to this site has always been pretty accurate and 

well researched. 

 

Soapboxmom 04-04-2006 06:31 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

OpenQuestion, 

 



Thank you my friend. If Power is better looking than Timmy boy, well that is not saying 

much! When we truth spreaders are done I think ol' Timmy will be singing the blues. Folks 

might consider some college classes, a session with a certified financial planner, a trip to 

Barnes and Noble for some worthwhile reading material and then they could invest most of 

their hard earned ten thousand dollars wisely and ol" Timmy boy could go work a real job 

like the rest of us! We can see with a whopping 2 conferences this year that folks are 

getting the message that their money would be better spent elsewhere. I know that most of 

the reps only hand up a sale or two to their upline and lose their money.  

 

http://www.christianwebsite.com/sear...es_107653.html 

 

Gee, Christian website gives you only 1 out of 10 stars. Imagine that.  

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Soapboxmom 04-04-2006 07:16 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
Quote: 

 
Flower Mound, TX (PRWEB) March 29, 2006 -- Advantage Conferences, LLC and Jack 

Weinzierl, a Christian entrepreneur joined forces 13 months ago and are pleased to report 

personal commissions earned total $544,000 for the 13 months ending today. "We've 

never seen a (network marketing) company built on a solid Christian foundation that 

attracts team members that exemplify the integrity, excellence and entrepreneurial spirit 

that our organization is committed to," said Jack Weinzierl. "We view Advantage 

Conferences as an oasis of integrity, for those who are tired of the typical get-rich-quick 

hype and empty promises that are so prevalent in today's online business environment. 

And where else can you partner with MBA's, presidents, chairmen, coaches, successful 

entrepreneurs and advisors who have a vested interest in your success?," he continued. 

"We are focused on bringing 100 additional Christian entrepreneurs to the next Millionaire 

Mindset Conference in Dallas, TX. We are searching for those individuals who are ready to 

learn and grow – someone who can appreciate the value of the knowledge and advice that 

highly successful Christian millionaires and mentors transfer into the lives of those who 

want to emulate their sustained productivity and giving for God’s Kingdom," said Jack. You 

can learn more at: http://OneOasis.com About Advantage Conferences: Advantage 

Conferences is a Christ-centered educational products marketing organization. The 

Company is a privately owned LLC, founded and chartered in June, 2003 by Tim Darnell, 

President. Its purpose is to distribute positive personal development, inspirational, 

motivational, and instructional materials into the marketplace with the express intent of 

improving customer's lives.  

 

"An oasis of integrity" Really????? Ol' Jack is the only rep that is still paying for these 

ridiculous press releases. Did the many other schills from last summers releases give up 

already? MBAs, Presidents and chairman are involved in this silly game. Tell us the names 

and credentials of the millionaire mentors that donate their time. We are still waiting on that 

one as well. Did you not get the names of the winos you found on the street corner by the 

conference hotel? Who else, for crying out loud, would donate their time? We are still 

hearing about giving for God's Kingdom, but how on earth will folks that are out ten grand 

http://www.christianwebsite.com/search/Detailed/Society/Religion_and_Spirituality/Christianity/Employment/Advantage_Conferences_107653.html
http://oneoasis.com/


have anything left over for charity. We give to 20 or so charities each Christmas and right 

now if you want to mission around the world why don't you let folks give their ten grand to 

UNICEF and see that everyone around the world has food on their plates. I noticed you 

won't finance the ten grand for folks, because I am sure you know they will quickly refuse to 

pay the balance when they realize just how worthless your 2 day conference really is. 

Christians my bobo! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Wishyouknew 04-06-2006 02:49 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory 

Topic Review should be retitled Toxic Review - Such venon for someone who has no idea 

what they're talking about. Lady, I would suggest you go out and do something positive 

with your life instead of writing this drivel. Either that or please go and get some education 

to improve your obviously humdrum life. :eek:  

 

By the way, when are you dear ladies and gentlemen (sic!) ever gonna get your facts 

straight. :rolleyes:  

 

Tim's a far better singer than I am - but I'm better looking!! 

 

 

 

Tim Darnell aka PoweroldGlory, 

 

if what we are saying on this board is "drivel" then why don't you come with some facts to 

help proove your point.. 

 

I will strike a deal with you!........... 

 

 

If you can come here with some answers to our question (and they are legit and truthful 

and hardcore facts) I ( and I can't speak for others) will no longer post anything negative 

about Advantage Conferences.  

 

I know scam.com and the BBB's website have to be hurting your business with them coming 

up on all the search engines. 

 

Here are my Questiosn- 

 

What is false about what the BBB is reporting and why is Tim Darnell sueing them? 

 

Why did Tim Darnell use "proud member of the Better Business Bureau" in his signature in 

his e-mails when he is in fact and NEVER was a member? ( you can see proof of this in the 

yahoo group log) 



 

Has Tim ever given anyone a refund of their $10,000? 

 

Is Tim himself a Millionair?  

 

Why does Tim live in a $150,000 home in Allen, TX? 

 

Are there Licensed Financial advisors in the conferences? 

 

Is the Product/ Conferences what people are paying $10,000 for OR is it just the ability to 

sign up others what you are paying $10,000 for?  

 

What are the earnings of many of your reps? 

 

Soapboxmom 04-06-2006 04:02 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Wishyouknew, 

 

We will be waiting until h&!! freezes over. Maybe we should volunteer to donate our time 

and share at these conferences. I bet we are just as close to "millionaire mentors" as the 

winos that spoke at the last few conferences! I am sure that Scam, Quatloos and the BBB 

are killing their recruiting. We haven't gotten a reasonable answer to any question yet. I 

guess it is hard working out of Tim's extra bathroom there in Allen.  

 

 

http://www.advantageconferences.com/vip/brilliant.asp 
Quote: 

 
Brilliance – where illumination replaces darkness 

 

Pastor 

Brian Bohrer 

"Wisdom, Vision, & Wise Planning" 

Are your business and life built on a solid foundation? How do you make decisions; and on 

what basis are your plans made? Pastor Brian Bohrer’s excellent information delivers the 

basis of understanding that works for a lifetime. 

 

Wealth without wisdom will be short-lived, but the results of building on the "absolutes" of 

God’s Word are profitable and provide stability for the long-run! 

 

 

John Cummuta 

"Transforming Debt Into Wealth" 

Millions of business people and Americans in general are facing debilitating debt. This best 

selling author and entrepreneur’s extensive research has resulted in the most sought after 

system and training in the marketplace for getting "totally out of debt in five to seven 

years”. This includes your mortgage, as well; AND is based on your current income. Mr. 

Cummuta’s information also gives the Godly, scriptural basis for understanding money and 

http://www.advantageconferences.com/vip/brilliant.asp


finances that leads to greater financial stability and true happiness. 

 

 

Tim Darnell 

"Marketing Make-Over" 

Whether you are a multinational Corporation, a Church, a Charitable Organization, or a 

Home-based Business Owner - purposeful, creative, and sustained marketing tactics 

enable your organization to create a more prominent image, greater attendance, and 

increased sales! Newly created, cutting edge strategies combined with proven techniques 

will dramatically enhance your organization’s growth!  

 

Let's see we can depend on this pastor for our financial advice, some goofy guy that makes 

our current income magically multiply itself or ol' Tim that works out of his very own john. 

What a choice! 

 

Soapboxmom 

 

Wishyouknew 04-12-2006 06:09 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

I have been getting Private Messages from one of their reps who Tim has lied to about 

refunds. Tim is loosing their faith. His group physchology and spinning bible verses in a 

manner to benefit him only takes him so far.  

 

The "smkoke screen" of a product he has is not enough to fool most people into 

participating in the Illigal money game he has going on!  

 

I felt really stupid for allowing myself to listen to his crap. 

 

But, all of this has taught me to be a much smarter consumer and not let Christianity 

influence a business decision. 

 

Soapboxmom 04-12-2006 06:29 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Wishyouknew, 

 

My heart goes out to you because a while back we learned a very painful lesson in 

collectibles investments. I am glad we learned from our mistake and can now help others by 

looking at these business oportunities out there with a more objective and discerning eye. I 

am sure that ol' Tim is in trouble. With only one more conference this year even his slickest 

reps don't have much chance of finding many warm bodies to bilk out of their ten grand. I 

love the fact that they don't have the moxie to spar with us any more. Obvioulsy folks 

would be scared off by their answers to our questions about such basic things as the 

earnings of the reps. I think we are going to witness the Advantage Comferences Titanic 

sinking very soon. Very few press releases or schill fest have come out in months. 

 

Soapboxmom 

 



Wishyouknew 04-19-2006 04:11 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Powerolglory, where you at? How come you don't respond to my question and challange?  

 

Will I be forced to start a Yahoo Group Public group to rival your Yahoo Private group that is 

screened to only allow positive remarks to be posted? 

 

I think we need to have a Yahoo Public group to allow people to speak to truth! 

 

poweroldglory 04-21-2006 11:23 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Right here, as usual checking on things every couple of weeks. Just to see  

how the missinformed parrots are doing. 

 

FYI - AC is in great shape and growing in leaps and bounds, undaunted by the drivel on 

irrelevant sites like this. Continue to pour out your venom dear hearts - on deaf ears. There 

is no stopping the juggernaut thats AC! Period!! 

 

FYI when are you going to learn that Tim Darnell and the leadership at AC will never stoop 

to waste their time with bit players and whinners the likes of which grace the threads of this 

caudron of witches' brew. Only those who truly want to change their lives and quit being 

lemmings and rats are given the time of day. Otherwise its back to running the maze up to 

the top of the cliff and throwing yourself off. Only to start the maze at the bottom and run it 

all the way to the top again before you throw yourself off and start the ......yada, tada, 

yada!!  

 

Good grief people look in the mirror get a grip, be all you can be and get out there and use 

the energy you are wasting here to make a difference. Negative thought begats negative 

action. LEARN IT!! 

 

I'm here for 30 seconds because I keep tabs on the Net.  

 

Love ya 

POG 

 

P.S.  

Darn, I've ben 10 minutes in here, I need to go take a shower. Yuk!!  

Have a great couple of weeks and see you soon. :eek: 

 

Soapboxmom 04-21-2006 11:54 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Well, slimeball, 

 

If AC is going great guns why is there only one conference scheduled the rest of this 

calendar year and in Tim's hometown to boot? Where is the honest disclosure of the 

earnings for all your reps? God is watching and we are waiting!  



 

Soapboxmom 

 

Wishyouknew 04-22-2006 01:32 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by poweroldglory 

Right here, as usual checking on things every couple of weeks. Just to see  

how the missinformed parrots are doing. 

 

FYI - AC is in great shape and growing in leaps and bounds, undaunted by the drivel on 

irrelevant sites like this. Continue to pour out your venom dear hearts - on deaf ears. 

There is no stopping the juggernaut thats AC! Period!! 

 

FYI when are you going to learn that Tim Darnell and the leadership at AC will never stoop 

to waste their time with bit players and whinners the likes of which grace the threads of 

this caudron of witches' brew. Only those who truly want to change their lives and quit 

being lemmings and rats are given the time of day. Otherwise its back to running the maze 

up to the top of the cliff and throwing yourself off. Only to start the maze at the bottom 

and run it all the way to the top again before you throw yourself off and start the 

......yada, tada, yada!!  

 

Good grief people look in the mirror get a grip, be all you can be and get out there and use 

the energy you are wasting here to make a difference. Negative thought begats negative 

action. LEARN IT!! 

 

I'm here for 30 seconds because I keep tabs on the Net.  

 

Love ya 

POG 

 

P.S.  

Darn, I've ben 10 minutes in here, I need to go take a shower. Yuk!!  

Have a great couple of weeks and see you soon. :eek: 

 

 

Tim, 

 

Please tell us how we are wrong? If you are undaunted by the drivel then why are you suing 

the BBB and Dr. Taylor? By the way, how is that comin for you? Looks like the BBB is still 

posting the same information.  

 

You are not going to be able to spew your Pat Robertson act crap infront of the judge.  

 

I believe God is calling us to make a diffrence and prevent people from getting scammed. 

Why can't you answer our questions with some REAL answers instead of your made up 

crap?  



 

Reading your drivel is comical because it makes me wonder where you come up with this 

crap from? Please tell me you do not talk like that in pubic...  

 

Everyone must think you are a looney toon! 

 

Wishyouknew 04-23-2006 09:37 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

PoweroldGlory's last post confirms my thoughts even more that this is Tim Darnel. Can 

everyone see his very diffrent style of typing, speaking and communicating.. 

 

Wishyouknew 05-03-2006 02:18 AM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

Tim, I have been getting some PM's regarding some un happy Reps.. You better make them 

happy! !!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Wishyouknew 05-09-2006 09:20 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 
Quote: 

 
Originally Posted by gregory889 

I just finished reviewing the online presentation for Advantage Conferences. I must say, as 

a Christian, I was extremely uncomfortable with some of the things presented by Tim 

Darnell.  

 

First, it's apparent that Advantage Conferences is in the same mold as Liberty League 

International, Emerald Passport, etc. These "Aussie 2UP" programs have a history of costly 

investments and low percentages of success by people who join. Correct me if I'm wrong, 

but I believe Mr. Darnell is an old partner with Liberty League.......a company that has a 

pretty poor reputation. 

 

I know very little about Tim Darnell & AC but something very disturbing jumped out at me 

during the 20 minute "online presentation." The investment for a level IV rep is $9,995 and 

goes all the way down to $1,000 for a level I rep. Mr. Darnell was very adamant that the 

$9.995 was "a joke" for an entrepreneur and those serious about this opportunity would 

find a way to come up with these funds. He implied that borrowing these funds to start this 

business was a viable option because it could be easily recouped with this opportunity. In 

my opinion, marginalizing a 10K investment is both puzzling and disturbing. 

 

Encouraging people to borrow 10K to start a business with a historically high failure rate is 

extremely irresponsible and in my opinion, unethical. I would like to remind my "Christian 

brother" Mr. Darnell of Proverbs 22:7 which states "the borrower is a 
servant to his lender." 



 

Admittedly, I know very little about Advantage Conferences (all of this is my opinion). I 

only know what I've learned from the online presentation and supporting websites. 

However, something just did not sit well with me, particularly since this company is 

promoting Christian ethics, values, and principals. 

 

The fact is, as this company grows, there's a less chance of success as time goes on. Tim 

Darnell knows this, hence understanding at some point the majority of people who join 

Advantage Conferences will lose their initial investments.  

 

Please do your due diligence if you are considering this opportunity or any internet 

program that promises high rates of return. I have no doubt there are successful 

individuals in Advantage Conferences. However, as with many "opportunities," the majority 

of people who join are hurt and often cannot afford the loss. 

 

Mr. Darnell, I wish you and your company the best of luck. If you are the Christian you say 

you are, I would encourage you to use the money you've earned to further glorify God's 

Kingdom in ministry instead of promoting an internet money making system with a 

historically high failure rate. 

 

God Bless, G. 

 

 

Religioin to gain people's trust is the ONLY limb Mr. Darnell can try and hang his hat on. The 

BBB would not let him in and people are skeptical about MLM's from the "get-go"..  

His Marketing is very deceptive.  

Mr. Darnell is a master at attempting to spin the Bible in a manner that makes him money 

and attempts to gain the trust of others. 

 

Wishyouknew 05-09-2006 09:22 PM 

 
Re: Advantages Conferences / Tim Darnell 

I wonder if Timmy Boy is under investigation with FBI and others. They read these threads.. 

Are the Legal fees Mounting Timmy Boy? 

 

 

 
All times are GMT -5. 
The time now is 08:35 
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